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NEW FACES

JÄMTLAND’S GOLD

In
June
Elizabeth
Jakobsson
joined our
department as
a research
associate.
Elizabeth will
b e wo r k i n g
with Dolly
and Marloes
on projects
studying the
biogeochemical cycling of organic
material in lake and stream
ecosystems. She comes from a
biochemistry background having
earned her PhD in molecular and
cellular biology with a focus on
bacteria, at the University of Limerick
in Ireland. She brings with her
experience in analytical method
development and optimization from
her time working in the biotech
industry and is looking forward to
joining the department and learning
more about aquatic ecology!

At the beginning of June, Dolly and
Holger went on a sampling trip to
lake Ånn in Jämtland. They sampled
water from the lake´s pelagic zone as
well as terrestrial water samples from
snow runoff at higher altitudes along
Norder-Tvärån and Handölan, the
main river coming from the Sylarna
g l a c i e r. B e s i d e s t h e b e a u t i f u l
excursions with amazing views,
unforgettable encounters with fox
cubs, a ‘domestic' wolf, soaring
falcons, arctic birds, and a magical
reindeer moment, the team managed
to sample exciting sites and returned
home to Uppsala with precious water and lovely memories from
the mountains. Here, the aim is to look into the reactivity of organic
matter from glacier runoff with a potentially low concentration of
terrestrial DOM in comparison to pelagic organic matter from the
hypolimnion. This is done using opcodes to analyzing the
biological oxygen demand, and therefore the DOM reactivity as a
proxy of the oxygen lability. Dolly is testing a new system in the
fish lab at the moment. Fingers crossed for interesting outcomes!

Harriet Wilson
is a student in
the MANTEL
network who
visited us for
the month of
July.
Harriet
and Ana will
be working
together on
evaluating
methods to
identify mixing
events and determining the
i m p o r t a n c e o f s u ch e v e n t s i n
influencing seasonal patterns of
stratification in Lakes Erken and
Feeagh (Ireland).

LIMNOS ABROAD
Anna N. and former limno Katrin
Attermeyer attended the
Symposium for European
Freshwater Sciences in Zagreb,
Croatia from June 30th to July 5th
where Anna presented a poster.
The week was full of talks, poster
presentations, networking and
discussions.
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LIMNOS REPRESENT

SAMPLING THE NORTH

Fabian (pictured below with the members of
last year’s doctoral board) was re-elected ViceChair of the doctoral board of UU
(Doktorandnämnden), and appointed PhD
student representative to TekNat`s Advisory
Committee
for
Research
(Forskningsberedningen), and PhD student
representative to the governing board of the
Centre for Research Ethics & Bioethics (CRB). If
you don’t find Fabian in the Limno corridor
during the coming academic year, he will
likely be at one of University’s campuses trying
to contribute the PhD student’s view of
University policy. Follow the links above to
learn more about Doktorandnämnden and
Forskningsberedningen.

Marloes and Albin (boyfriend & field assistant ;-)) have
been at Tarfala Research Station in northern Sweden
sampling a meltwater stream from Storglaciären for
suspended sediment. They brought back 50 L of water
and a few kilograms of sediment. The sediment will be
processed to use in an experiment on how DOM
adsorption to these mineral particles affects its
composition and reactivity. They had some amazing
sunny days, experienced the lovely atmosphere at the
station and were even able to join for a tour across the
glacier when the staff went there for maintenance of the
poles that are used to monitor ice melt.

ALL THE FISH ARE DEAD
The (almost) year long Trophic Enrichment
Factor (TEF) experiment has finally come to an
end. By feeding perch of differing sizes with an
isotopically uniform diet for a year Kristin,
Matilda, Peter, and Fernando, with the help of
Holger, Leonie and Robyn are hoping to find a
better estimate of TEF for perch to be used in
future analyses of perch isotopic niches. They
also hope to examine the role of metabolic rate
in natural variation in TEF between individuals.

CONGRATS!
Ana and Jorrit, who are
also PhD students at the
University of Geneva, both
passed their Pre-Doc
exams in Geneva. The Pre
Doc is similar in concept
to our mid-term review, but
occurs a bit earlier and is
more in the format of a
final PhD defense. They
each made a 30 min
presentation on their
results so far, followed by
an hour of questions from a
panel of experts from within MANTEL and the University of
Geneva Following this the panels decided that both Jorrit
and Ana had made good progress and should continue their
PhD studies. Now when we reach mid-term in Uppsala
can they repeat the process here!
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DIEL SAMPLING IN JÄMTLAND
Right after dancing around the midsummer pole Anna Sz,
Annika, Bianka, JP, Jake (JP's husband) and Attila Szabó and
Tamás Felföldi from Eötvös University in Hungary headed up
to Jämtland to conduct a 4-day diel sampling campaign on a
lake and a peat bog. The project aims to compare the effect of
low amplitude (Midsummer solstice) and high amplitude
(September equinox) diel cycles on the biogeochemical and
microbial properties of typical boreal aquatic systems (lakes
and peat bogs). The sampling campaign was exhausting but a
lot of fun. Scientific innovations such as the use of a sauna as
a drying cabinet were invented, uncountable number of
moose as well as reindeer were seen, and there was even time
to get to know Sweden better, by visiting the biggest Swedish
waterfall and trying surströmming.
For those sad about missing such an amazing sampling
campaign, the fun will be repeated in September. Contact
Anna Sz. for details.

(another) NEW FACE
Serra Buyuktarakci is back. Serra was an intern at limno two years
ago and she is now back for the summer.
Serra is currently an Evolutionary Biology master student and
during her time now at limno she is working on her own project
about the effect of filtration methods on recovered microbial
diversity as well as helping as a lab assistant on Anna Sz, Karólína,
and Silke’s projects.
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